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AWFUL INCIDENT.

He therefore carried away the logbook ( DEFERRED ARTICLES.
already mentioned and returned to his own
A eovrespr-ndent of the Poston Courier,
■ ship, and immediately steered to t’ne suiitli- jj under date bf Washington, Dec. 9, gives the
ward, deeply impressed withfhe awful ex*,I following amusing account of the diaapprantample which he had just witnessed of the i) ments of those fence men who jumped off on
danger of navigating the polar seas, in;! the side of Jackson a short time previous to
high northern latitudes. On returning to!I the election.
It is said (though it is probably the slanEngland, he made various inquiries re-1i| derous
report of some disappointed and despecting vessels that had disappeared in anI! feated expectant of Mr. Adams).that several
unknown way, and by comparing the re- j| gentlemen are now in the city, who have
suits of these with the information which | come for the sole purpose of settling their
was afforded by the written documents in !J claims on the Jackson contingent fund, and
probability is, that the executive officer,
his possession, he ascertained the name [i' the
who managed that fund, will shew cause why
and history of the imprisoned ship and JI many of these gentlemen should go hence as
of her unfortunate master, and found that'I they came. A letter, of which the following
she had been frozen up seventeen years jI is a literal copy, (omitting names) was re
previous to the time of bis discovering her cently picked up on tiie steps of near the
door of the department of State,
among the ice.

No. 33
SELECTED SUMMARY.

Forgery.—A young man was brought up
to the police office for forgery.
He
went
to a pawnbroker with a check
for $50 on the United States Bank, in
the name of H. Harrison, to have it cashed,
when he was told it was a counterfeit, he at
tempted to escape, and afterwards admitted
it to be of his own making, and that his name
was not to be had at first giving it. On ex
amination he attributed his misfortune to
drinking.—It is said That his connexions are
very respectable.—Com. Adv.
Hon. John Sloane, of Ohio, Im published
a long and able reply to the recent' j«4£l’'ess
of Hon. A. Stevenson to the public, on thèL ■
matter in issue between Mr. Stevenson and
himself. The reply is a remarkably well
written document, and shews Mr. Sloane a
far abler man than we had supposed him to

A. specimen of the growth of native Gin
ger has been left with the editor of the Sa
vannah Georgian. From several experi
ments made of its culture, it is thought it
may be made a profitable article of culture.
Oil-stones, it is said, have been discovered
in Hocking county, Ohio, to which a decided
preference has been given over the Turkey
stones.—-There are three kinds; one of a
very fine grit, admirably adapted to the
sharpening of surgical instruments, razors,
See. the other two, of a coarser grit, and well
suited to the sharpening of larger instru
ments.
Prolific.—Phillipine Yost, a lady in her
85th year, died on the 21st ult. at Lancaster,
Renn, leaving behind her 13 children, 97
graud-children, 122 great grand-children,
and 4 greai areat grand-children—236 in all.
On Friday ev?M2g last a man snatched a
Leghorn bonnet from tr»i? head of a ladyy in
Chumbers-street, New-York- He escaped
with his booty.
A Duel between Lieut. E. M. Whyte and
Ensign Willhehn Speer, at Kingston, Upper
Canada, recently, ended in the death of the
former He received his antagonist’s ball
through his hodv and immediately expired.
They were both of the 7th regiment.

One serene evening in the middle of Au
gust, 177'5, Captain Warrens, the master
nf a Greenland whalesbip, found himself be
calmed among a vast number of icebergs in
about 77deg. north latitude. On one side,
and within a mile of his vessel^ "these were
of immense height and closely wedged to
gether, and a succession of snow covered
WASHINGTON, DEC. •—1828.
peaks appeared behind each other as far
Dear Brother*-! have arrived safelv in
Us the eye could reach, shewing that the
Stephen D. Miller, Esq. has been elected
SPECTRAL ILLUSION.
this city. ...for which I: have ijeason to be
ocean was. completely blocked up in that
The following statement lately made to thankful as the roads are almost impassa Governor of South Carolina.
Quarter, and that it had probably been so ' the London Phrenological Society, by a dis- ble : I have many thrngs to' Communicate at
Missouri contained on the 1st day of Nov.
member of the English Bar, gives some other time, v.heu I .iqy
a double last, 112,409 inhabitants.
for a long period of time. Capt. Warrens !1 tinguished
«* very distinct and powerful instance of Spec letter, and have it-f:-uake^. %'u at present J
did not feel altogether satisfied with his tral I: hi si on.
Green Peas weTè selling in the Savan
must be short, and therefore Ywoceed at
station, but there being no wind he could
“ In December, 1823, A. was confined to oncetothe business which brought me down. nah market on the 8th ultimo, at $1 per
not move either one way or another, and his bed by inflammation on the chest, and was
I called at first upon Mr. Me—, hhd told peck.
he therefore kept a strict watch, knowing supposed by bis medical attendants to be ih him that we had been strenuous supporters
Letters from Washington state» Congress
A woman was found dead id the woods at
that he would be safe as Iqpg as the sur considerable danger. One night, while un of Gen. Jackson’s election, for between eight will soon be asked to admit into the Union as Dennis, o-n Sabbath evening last. A bottle
anti nine months, and that we supposed from States, the Territories of Michigan, Arkan was found by her side. Intemperance is
able
to
sleep
from
pain
and
fever,
he
saw
rounding icebergs continued in there res sitting in a chair, on the left side bf his bed, what had been said in the Telegraph and
sas and Florida, adding six Senators to .Con supposed to be the cause of her death.
pective places.
a female figure, which he immediately re other leading papers, that the laborer w^s gress irom a population less than that of the
A man was waylaid on the turnpike about
About midnight the wind rose to a gale, cognized to be that of a young lady who died worthy of his hire in the political vineyard, city of New-York.
10 miles from Philadelphia by three villains,
accompanied by thick showers of snow, two years before. His first feeling was sur as well as in others—that we were doing a
knocked
down and gagged—he was afterOn Friday last, the citizens of Fredericks
losing business in our paper, and that we
while a succession of tremendous thun prise, and perhajis a little alarm ; his se were
entitled to some-consideration from the burg, Va. were invited to celebrate the elec wardscarried into a wood, where they rifled
cond, that he was suffering from delirium.
dering, grinding, and crashing noises gave With this impression he put his head under Jackson administration. Mr. Me—was so tion of Gen. Jackson to the Presidency. his pockets of 242 dollars and stripped him
fearful evidence that the ice was in motion. the bedclothes and after trying in vain to uncivil as to laugh in mv very face, and ask ’There was to be “ roasted whole,” a fine Bul of all hrs apparel except his drawers, with
The vessel received violent shocks every sleep, as a test of the soundness of his mind ed me ° if I thought that every two-penny lock, a Hog, a Shoat, a Mutton, a. Calf, 8cc. which they decamped.
moment ; for the haziness of the atmos he went through a long and complicated pro editor in the country Was to be supported by
South Carolina.—The Legislature of this
Robert J. Crittenden, of Kentucky, has
of metaphysical reasoning.
then: the party, merely because he had advocated State, in session at Columbia, chose eleven been nominated by the President-to fill the
phere prevented those on board from dis cess
peeped out, and saw the figure in the same its cause after discovering that it must suc Jacksqn uhictors, Dec. 2. No less than
place of Judge Trimble, deceased, late of the
covering in what direction the open water situation and position. He had a fire but ceed ?” He said something more, aboutpt'k;of resolutions on the subject of the tariff United States’ Supreme Court.
lay, or if there actually was any at a’l on would not allow a candle cr nurse in the ciple. and bargains, and pure republicanism, sets
act have been offered in the House of Rep
The beef of an ox seven years old, which
either side of them. The night wass.pel*i. room. A stick was kept by his side, t® to which I wus not in a temper to pay much resentatives.
weighed 1200 lbs. was offered for sale in the
attention.
He
afterwards
apologized
for
his
k"?<Qck
for
the
nurse
when
he
required
her
in tacking as often as any cause of danger
The Trenton Rmfo’rium, after discoursing Newport market, a few days since. It is
attentlance. Being too weak to move his warmth', which you know I was obliged to
happened to present itsln', and in the body,
about grain, potatoes, beef, pork and other said to be the fattest beef ever raised in
he* endeavored to touch the figure with accept, so I bid him good morning.
morning the storm abated arid Captain the stick ; but, on a real object being put upon
vegetables,
(if he will have it) talks about Rhode Island. The ox worked on a farm in
I was not to be cast down by this rebuff,
Warrens found to his great j.oy that his the chair, the imaginary one disappeared, for I have so much respect for our own talents the balance of trade, and winds up with a Portsmouth, during, the spring.
as editors, as to believe that we have done the quere, thus—“ does apy one owe a year’s
ship had not sustained any serious injury. and was nôt visible again that night.
The Hon. Robert Y. Kayne has been re
“ The next day he thought of little but the cause some good. I have no doulit,' in my subscription to the Eoiporium ?” To this elected, a Senator in Congress, from SouthHe remarked with surprise the accumul‘own mind, that our paper saved one whole question, echo said,“ pay’em?”
vision,
and
expected
its
return
without
aCarolina, for six years from the 4th of March,
ted icebergs which had on the preceding larm, and with some pleasure. He was not diKrict, to the Oeneral, which would have i
r
.
,.
.c ,
i Murder and Suicides— A man named Jo-,
evening formed an impenetrable barrier, disappointed. It took the same place, as be ,bppnUif
vote I, sepb Kiskadus rectntlv murdered another, next.
been «t some
some imnortance
importance to
to him.
him, if
if the
the vote
Maj. Gen. Scott is at present at Wash
had been separated and disarranged by the fore, and he’employed himself in observa had beep à close one ; and I am intormed , hamed Richard Marrow, in Marion county,
wind, and that in one place a canal of open tions. When he shut his eyes or turned his that he not a man to forget favors. Having i \labama. They had become intoxicated, ington.
sea wound its course among them as far as head he ceased to see the figure ; by inter these rejections, 1nave been ufto the several, quarrelled, fought several times and then; Something wonderful.—It is stated in the
posing his hand he Could hide part of it ; and departments, to select clerkships for us ; al- , c|ran^ friends. Marrow went to lie down in Lancaster Gazette that a cow belonging to
the eye could discern.
it was shown like any material substance, by most all tpe rooms are pleasant, and I went • a blacksmith’s shop, where Kiskadus follow Capt. Timothy Snow, of Lunenburg, grew
It was two miles beyond the entrance the rays of fire which fell upon, and reflected from the —
to the --^»several times be- ¡ ^j him, and told him to go home ; on his re sick last May and was unwell for three
of this canal that a ship made its appear from it. As the fife declined, it be fore making up my mind. I finally decided ¡fusai he struck him with a piece of timber months when a tumor was perceived on her
upon
the
latter.
There is a pleasant j
caused his death. Kiskadus was sent t< hack, which was opened in August or Sep
ance about noon. The sun shone bright came less perceptible ; and as it went
’’ second story,
.... where there are ;
room in tlite
aiu]
days after was found suspended, tember last, by Capt. Snow, who found in it
out, invisible. A similar appearance took I.-'.ly at the time, and a gentle breeze blew place
K^dsome mahogany
mahoganv desks, very near;
hear j in his cell by the necki dead> He had torn rhe srnall end of a whip-handle, an inch in
on several other nights, but it became two handsome
from the north. At first some intervening less perceptible, and its visits less frequent, each
—.. pther,
„llyer, which, J, think, iwe will take fbr 1
b]ankct. into strips to make a halter.
diameter at the largest, and one half inch in
icebergs prevented Captain Warrens from /as the patient recovered from the fever.
ourselvetV The salary is very good, we shall I
A boy 11 years old is in exhibition at Balti- diameter at the smallest end, twenty inches
“ He says that the impressions on his mind only have to write there from nine to three
distinctly seeing any thing but her masts,,
and one half in length, which he with much
has no arms,. v
yet
cutscpaper
every day, And have the rest of the time our- j more who ------------------------- --- in- vabut he was struck with the strange manner were always |4easrag, as the spectre looked selves,
and strength drew from the Cow.
which is better than writing para- | nous forms, writes, draws and paints, with difficulty
at
Kirn
with
calmness
and
regard.
He
ne
ver
in a few davs th? Cow became well and is
in which her sails were disposed, and with supposed it real ; but was unable to account graphs, at whTch we shall fiever be any great his toes, he also beats exce'llent’time whilf»..k.
the dismantled aspect of her yards and rig for it on any philosophical principles within things, or setting types. I have also been siriging, which he does with some taste. His now a fine healthy animal.
Fire. The Store of Mr. A. Merrill, jun.
looking about for a residence, and find that naine is Sanders K. G. Nellis, and he was
ging. Bhe continued to go before the wind his knowledge.
in Topsham, with all his goods, was consum
“In the autumn of 1825, A’s health was if we room together, our salaries will allow boni in Johnstown, Montgomery7 Co. N. Y,
for a few furlongs, and then grounding upon
perfectly restored, and he had been free us to live in one of the best hotei'.s in the city.
In Charleston, S. C. a cabbage grew the ed on the night of the 24th ulL
the low icebergs, remained motionless.
Yours, brother, as ever,
any waking vision nearly 18 months.
last season measuring in circumference near
A correspondent of the Nantucket Inquirer
Captain Warrens’ curiosity was so much from
, . .s,-. "X-.
Some circumstances occurred which produc
ly four feet,
states that a comet has for several weeks
excited, that he immediately leaped into ed in him great mental excitement. One
P. S. I shall stay here to form some Ac
The votes at the late Presidential election been visible by the aid of ordinary glasses.
his boat with several seamen, and rowed morning he dreamed of the figure, which quaintance with the manner of doing business.
New-York were nearly twice the number It has hitherto presented the appearance of
towards her. On approacing he observed stood by his side iman angty posture, and ask You had better sell our establishment for the in
most you can get, and come down, for there of those given in the New-England States ; a nebulous spot or undefined star. 'The
ed
for
a
locket
which
lie
usually
wore.
He
writer supposes it to be the comet of 1818,
that her hull was miserably weather-beat
and saw it at the toilet, with the are a great many here in want of places, and Vhe former being276,583—the latter 170,406. or Encke’s comet, and that it will pass its
en, and not a soul appeared upon the deck, awoke,
locket in its hand. He rushed out of bed. it will be necessary to be on the spot, so as to
Murder and Suicide.—Joseph Dougherty, perihelion on the 10th of this month.
which was covered with snow to a con and it instantly disappeared. During the cut in immediately after the inauguration. keeper of a house of ill-fame at the Five
siderable depth. He hailed her crew sev next six weeks its visits were incessant, and Would yon believe it, there are three men Points, a sink of iniquity ih the city of NewThames Tunnel.—The excavators -em
here, all of whom Want the place of Postmas York, on Tuesday last stabbed an abandoned
eral times but no answer was returned. the sensations which they produce*I were in ter
ployed in the underground works have been
in our town, and one of them has Uot been
Previous to stepping on board, an open variably horrible. . Some years before he for Jackson so long as we have. I should like i woman who lived with him as his wife, and nearly all discharged. A few bricklayers
had attended the dissection of a woman in a
\vhd hhd gone with another man on the day and plasterers are, however, engaged in
port hole near the main chains caught his state of rapid decomposition. Though much the place, but there is no chance for it.
jxrevious. Believing that the wnueds liu-had.
eye, and on looking into it. he perceived a disgusted at the time, the subject had been
Is not the writer of this letter truly a mod in flicted, on her before sire broke from him, c^mnleting the interior of the visiter’s arch.
man reclining back in a chair, with wri long forgotten ; but it was recalled by the est gentleman ? It is said that he is Ah editor w<iTe mortal, he stabbed himself in his right During the last week, they (the visiters)
averaged rather -more than one hundred per
ting materials on a small table before him, union of its putrescent body with the spec of a paper, in a state not sc far from her6 as and left breast, went up stairs to his cham day. Mr. Burnel is now in France.
Massachusetts, or even New-York, and tffat ber where he thought she had gone, broke
tre
’
s
features.
’
1'he
visits
Were
not
confined
but the feebleness of the light made every to the night, but frequently occurred while he was never suspected, of partiality to Gen
London Pa'fier J^Tov-. T.
through the door which was locked, and ex-,
thing very indistinct. The party, there several persons were in the same room, eral Jackson till halffeist eleven I
The first Paper Mill in England, was
piiredinafew minutes after. The woman
fore, went upon deck, and having re They were repeated at intervals daring the
syas alive on Tuesday, but no hope existed erected at Dartfort, by a. German, in 15«8
moved the hatchway which they found winter; but he was able to get rid of them
Reader perhaps you never heard of the tVat she would survive.
who was Knighted by Elizabeth '; Wt it was
closed, they descended to the cabin. by moving or sitting in an erect position. boy who took a stent, (as the phrase is down
not before 1713, that a stationer, onel'lroihas
»Vfw
Material
for
Pafier.
According
to
Though
well,
his
pulse
was
hard,
and
gener

east,) to mow three acres of grass, in as ma
Wathers, brought the art of paper making to
They first came to the apartment which ally from 90 to 100,
ny days ? Presuming you have not, we will the French papers, M. Julia Fontenelle has any perfection.
Captain Warrens viewed through the port
“ A, is a person of good education and lit relate it. On the first morning he viewed established a hianufacture of paper from liA miser was lately found dead in Paris on
hole. A tremdur seized, him as he enter erary habits : I have not the slightest doubt the field
Pooh ! (said he) I can mow it in qutirice root. It ifi said to be very white, to
ed it. Its inmate retained his former po of his veracity. He never supposed the ap two days? so he played that day. The next require no sizing, and to be manufactured at a filthy bed, still grasping thè key of his cof
a
price
much
less
than
that
made
from
rags.
fers ; he had hoarded about 600,000 francs,
sition, and, seemed to be insensible to pearances above mentioned other than illu morning he looked at it again, and after
100,000 of which were concealed in different
He has always had a propensity to scratching his head and ruminating a short
¡strangers. He was found to be a corpse, sions.
.A
nectarine
scion,
inserted
in
a
peach
kitchen
utensils.
wards the supernatural, without any belief time on the subject, he came to the conclu
and a green damp mould had covered his in it ; and he ascribes these effects of imag sion that if he worked “ right smart,” he stock, on the farm of Mr. W. Elliott, of
A
letter
from Havana states that the
•cheeks and forehead and veiled his open ination to the perusal of the “ 'Tales of Won could accomplish his task in one day—so he Northford, Conn, grew 5 feet 6 inches the British sloop of war Grasshoppe«-, brought
last
season,
handsomely
proportioned,
with
der*
’
and
other
ghost
stories
when
a
boy.
He
spent that day as he had the day befoi’e.
into that port, on the 6th ult. the Spanish
eyeballs. He held a pen in his hand, and
will not allow me to lay before the society an On the morning of the third and las£ day.he fine thrifty branches.
Guineaman El Tirmè, with 483 Slaves, cap
a log book lay before him, the last sentence account
of his head, as connected with this, arose late, and it was near ten o’clock before
tured
off Dominique.
The Vermont Observer mentions a fire
in whose unfinished page ran thus, “ 11th statement, as he would not like to be called a he reached the field- After casting liS-s
n
cnted
Mr
Asah
?
1
Hub
?
ard
,
o
f
I
a
recent
paper relates the followNov. 1762.—We have now been enclosed dealer in the marvelous, I may, however, eyes over it, he began to doubt whether ht? M mdsor, a ' ^y ingenious pieee of work, ; jng touchingFrench
instance of paternal affection*
in the ice seventy days. The fire went say, that ideality is large, and the reflective could accomplish his task in ecu day ; the
and preferable to any thmg of the kind which occurred in thé village of Jaseron •__
field looked considerably larger than it did which the effitor had before seen It is “ A young child had been imprudenüy ?eataout yesterday and our master has been faculties very good.
the
day
previous.
He
stretched
himself
un

made
of cast. iron> anA weighs about 56 ed on tbe shaft of a vintager’s waggon which*
trying ever since to kindle it again with
der a shade tree, to reflect on the subject ; pounds. When worked by one man only,, Was loaded with produce from the vineyard,
How Jacksc^became President.
out success. His wife died this morning.
presently he heard the dinner horn—it was it discharge a barrel of water through the ! 1„ descending the hill the child lost to baU
There is no relief----- ”
Gen. Jackson owes his election to the vic- noon! He jumped up—swung his scythe hose in less tii^n thirty seconds. With four ance and fell immediately in front of the
Capt. Warrens and his seamen hurried tory of N. Orleans-That victory depended over his shoulder, and turned his face' men at work, it discharged a barrel and a | wheel, which was about to pass over it. The
tO N fatheL a young vintager, seeing the perilo^
from the spot without uttering a word. on the existence of the war. That war was homeward, muttering to himself that he SifanceiîuO feet
in the National Senate, by a major “ wan’t-a-going to kill himself if the grass
j situation of his child threw hirnself before
On entering the principal cabin, the first declared
ity of one. Jeremiah B, Howell, a member never got mowed f” and that he’d“ pe darn’d distance of 1-U feet.
Object that attracted their attention was from Rhode Island, voted for the war. Had to darnation, if there was a man in the six
The Legislature of Ohio have elected !tbe wkeeL which passed o\er his shoulder
the dead body of a female reclining on a his competitor for that office, James Burrill, counties, that could mow that confounded Judge Burnet, to the Senate of thé United i and broke his collar bone, but he saved his
States, in the place of Gen. Harrison, ap-isOn’ wbo escaped unhurt. The account
bed in an attitude of deep interest and at occupied his seat, he would have voted a- big piece of meadow in one day,” and for his pointed
Minister to Colombia.
¡adds that the waggon contained a load,
gainst the war. Mr. Howell was elected by part, “ he should’ent try it.” So, after eat
tention. Her countenance retained the the
! weighing a thousand pounds, and that the
casting vote of the presiding officer in ing his dinner, he went to play as usual.
freshness of life, and a contraction of the the Rhode Island legislature. The tie was..
Mr. Metcalf, the present Governor of ! vintager was soon enabled to resume his ocKentucky, is a Stone Mason, and worked at cupation.”
limbs alone showed that her form was in occasioned by the absence of a member be
The Tariff.—We learn from Washington,
trade until the period of his election to [
animate. Seated on the floor in one cor longing to the Political party of Burrill. says the Boston Patriot of 18th ult. that the his
Congress.
| Manfeuas, who is said to have written a
He
was
prevailed
upon
to
absent
himself
decided
\
ote
against
the
resolutions
offered
ner of the room, was,the corpse of an ap
jo..,
j, «
. , history oflndia of undisputed veracity, menthrough the influence of an individual at va- j, by Mr. Weems, of Maryland, ill connexion
AntiJesuit,and
Social,
and
Commercial
tions a native of Bengal, of the name of Numa
parently young man hold.irig a steel in one riance with Burrill on account of a lawsuit | with the votes upon the subjects of molasses
. prospectus tor a weekly deCugna, who lived to the age ofthree hunhand and a flint in the other, as if in the respecting the depredations of a hog, in ! and sait| js considered decisive that nothing Advertiser.^
Gazette with this title has been issued in dred and seventy. He had four new sets of
act of striking fire upon sofne tinder which which suit Mr. Burrill was the prosecuting wnt be done in relation to the Tariff the Boston. 1 he work is got up under the im-1 teeth. His hair had frequently changed from
attorney.—Had it not been for the hog there i present session of Congress,
lay beside him.
pression that tne Roman Catholics are se- I black to grey, and from grey to black. Hepos___
cretly, but rapidly extending their influence j sessed an astonishingly retentive memory,
In the fore part of the vessel several would have been no quarrel. Had there
been
no
quarrel
Mr.
Burrill
would
have
Boulignv,
U.
S.
Senator
m this country.
j and durjng ]ds jjfe be bad pOssessed seven
sailors were found lying dead ia their been elected- the war Mwld never have from L is|an v|)MC ‘.
Ten clays since there was not snow enough I hundred wives, some of whom had died, and
births, and the body of a dog was crouched been declared, and the hero ot N. Orleans , (
M
h 4 1839 wil) be
d . M
others he had put away.
at the bottom of the gang-way stairs. would never have been known to one quarter | Jol,„
the p,.esenl
tf that State, for sleighing between Montreal and St. Sul- rktb*,’’°
24 miles on the Quebec road : thence ' How. to cure the small fiox.—In Ab ysinia
Neither provisions nor fuel could be dis ot the people over whom he ts now chosen . who. a,’wel| 'as Ml,. jLdi^nv, is a friend to pice,
the sleighing was bad for want of Snow, as where this dreadful disease is supposed to
Providence: Invat.gaior.
t|le Administration. The opposition to Mr. far
covered any where, but Captain Warrens to preside.
as Champlain : from that place to Que have originated, when any person is seized
T
.
.
,
t
1
i
!
Bouligny,
we
learn,
arises
from
his
vote
in
‘was prevented by the superstitious prejudi
It ts said there are but Io administration to)l.-of^w Tarlff_the 8tate of Lottitiana bec the snow gradually increased, and at with it, the neighbors surround the house
ces of his seamen from examining the ves- ______
membeis_m ___
both hou.es of tht. Genet al A.- |
hostile to that measure—and it is Quebec the average dep'th was 2J feet. Thé and setfire to it, and consume it with its mis
St. Lawrence wa»s navigable at that place.
sei as minutely as he wished to hayO done, i embly of Illinois.:
erable inhabitants.
] thought that Gov. Johnson will be elected.

A mr
ç those documents ho-wcvei4 is one
relating t 0. the fortification 0f Mi line,, in coftsnexi on w ith the object of comnnon defence,
whit
hough not new m ay 1>e w ortfiy at
¡ presen1t c>f an attention wh ich the country
may IC more disposed to pay to it than
t it Wi lef have been at ain e alier • period.
Whc?h tl ie engineers’ empl ety 1 to form a
plan fo he nation; as to its dele
by militarv IT ns, made their c>bseiwati ons, althorng;n m en of high talents, rmd i ntending onfoto' d< ght, they nèglectéc1 to 1 'COG rt favorably arid'as it is believed, undioubtedly, as
circi:im sta."nces now are, the! b0St Of!linieri in
all it:s r elations as to the seciiriiy ofcmr principal ve r, the Penobscot. Yet, ît'is e vident
that an ei lemy might easily adv<mee to Banand would
ssful movet of that kiw
ir commermost valufact, ah enth
aters of tire
t and t i towns orí jtjS b< decs w ou id
comm id the regi
above -It
proper Vifo
d by
though en
tre., that th e
d be a pòstled
? should ex-

had not prevailed, and but for the pveven- I competition; but that ti^y should be resist
useful'and yWpartiality in hr
Uve effect, being fortunately far superior to ed always by means calculated to perpetuate •some.degree
favor must be. his apology for accepting th.t
,
1
the
blessings
and
secure
the
glory
*
of
the
tub corrective action, and it being known
station. I can only promise you to be Indus
Gentleme
tnat an armed veomanrv properly organized country.
ti i-.ms and impartial, and to unite my endea
resentat
is a dangerous foe, we should have become a , Belonging, to rifo subject of education is the vors with what I know wifi fip yours, tkaj
Province.
A ,s<
dissemination of knowledge in every form.
Wishing however to avoid argument, per It becomes of consequence a duty to com the trust dt h-gited to us mav bb executed ii
you'
a manner.agreeable to' ourselves and benefi
nut me, as constitutionally bound, to lay be mend to your patronage two works, my .ac cial to our constituents.
grat
mor
fore you briefly the pbjeMions it has become quaintance with one. of which convinces my
ly
Messrs. Emerson, Gardner and BodweP
and ei
tha to lemslat
necessary to- state against the repeated and judgment that its wide distribution through
. .
.
. ----- .
sort in gen demands for a legislative subversion New-England would so add to the spirit of
tioa and’
ot our present military establishment to be immigration and the value of our lands as to and count tne 'votes fopTfocretafy, who re
rantvd a
followed as may be feared by the imposition throw out the consideration of the cost. I ported that the whole number of votes were
actor, ají
or one calculated to be dangerous to our lib allude to a statistical work by Moses Green
Ebenezer Hutchinson had 16, and was
e s
erties, that of a militia organized and paid leaf, whose eminent ability and distinguished
ose
any specula
directly and exclusively bv the United topographical knowledge will be also illus declared elected.
n.ess to a<
states, who will in the end tempt the States trated by a map appurtinant to the work ■ Mr. Dane was charged with a message to
nents
the Governor -anU Council, informing them
either of
ht
to that fatal measure, as they have been above mentioned.
operate
tempting in other cases.
It is with pleasure, too, that the. liberal of the organisation of the board.
The Secretary of State came in and laid on
1 am |
The civil and social effects of our militia spirit with which instruction and the diffu
Blate yoarrangements are not less calculated to sus- sion of knowledge has been acted upon, is the table the returns of votes given in the
toritinm
fompuy institutions than can be courage and offered as warranting the recommendation several towns and plantations in this State
illations,
>ewsmg.
do
discipline to deféncí tlie countvy, "Nevét*"was to your encouragement of a History pt the for Senators, and reforied to Messrs Kings
the prin
there an instance ofthe oVeTthrow ofdespo- State by William D. Williamson, As'such, bury, Usher, French, (Gardner and Ijiieips,
On motion of Mr. Dane,
tined to _
tpm, without a militia nor an efficient mili and it is only known to me thvt one is nearly
Ordered, I'hat Messrs, Dane, Kingsbury,
beneficence but
tia without trainings, In evei'v case of dan prepared, it cannot, as is respectfully sug
and Emerson be appointed a committt e to
kno’
ger from the time of alarm before the revo gested, be less than honorable, if a revision oraft
and Orders for the’Govenrment
fog influence.
lution to this period, special preparations has shall authorize such a sanction, and the char of the Rules
Senate, the current year.
Some of the me
been made by trainings and we ought always acter of the author leads against doubt, to
Ou motion of Mr. .Gardner,
Congress fo
aid in extending its circulation. Tlie pro
de, and to he especially prepared.
Ordered. That the Senate proceed to
thought to b
1 rainfoffs lead to that acquaintance be duction will be submitted to your considera
that
it
!.
choose a Messenger. Messrs, Gardner, Hil
tion.
tlonal view,
fi
general tween officer and soldier, which fits them
From respect fo communication made to ton and Boffwell were appointed a committee
more advantageously to act together both in
ihould
d.
Without pr
not
me, and to the nature of the subject, it has to receive, sort and count the votes, attended
It
at I ac preparatory measures and final procedures.
that duty, and reported the whole number
doubting the
of the knowledge the execution of the Resolve pro- . Military duty, if for the equivalent of de pecorpe'almost imperative tooffer some sén- to
of votes,to be
¡g,
assembly wh
and
for
freedom,
is
no
more
a
hard

ul being -riding for what is usually denominatfed the fence
timents
as
to
.
the
relations
of
debtor
and
,ship than anv tax, and if for the common
Mr. Samuel Haynes bad
clisposei-Hb yield
ssion .to
creditor,
and
as
to
our
penal
code.
Regard

and w
Mattanawcook road. The liberality of the gflod.
i
Adjourned*
its eventual de
you will United
no tax is a hardship hut a benefit,
ing the former subject, in a young State,
States in its appropriation for ‘the
seriously, enquifther or r
/
Afternoon. • <
The.
inequity
urged
against
this
mean
of
credit
is
its
capital,
but
credit
must
depend
continuance
of
that
great
thoroughfare
cte.
has been a sacrifice made to tl e yffpidresistance tp invasion or domestic tyranny, there on the laws which bind its pledges on
On m fit ion of Mr. Phelps,
ity of manufactmes and the ambition ates a reciprocal obligation to meet their (does not exist because in other cases proper the stern justice which, being snperadded to
Ordered, '1 hat the times ta.which the Senof politicians ; and, if you shall discover views and to complete the object, if any addi- (ty is taxed for persons and in this case per the influence of honor, is the barrier to temp ate^adjomm,
be 10 o’clock in the morning and
there has been, that you will decláre accord tiona’grant», shall be required.
armed in part to resist the tendency tation and the terror of fraud. Omitting 3 o’clock in the afternoon, except on Satur
•sons
ingly the belief you may entertain. Yep _ The last Législature for whom the feeling I to
aristocracy and usurpations, and thus a therefore the cases_of misfortune, which the days when the adjournment shall be the fol
with every advantage given to limited inter-, of respect for the intelligence with which it 1balance between the different orders of soci- conservath e moral sentiment and rescuing lowing Monday, until 11 o’clock, in the fore
,
ests, first claimed and then allowed by those, devised, and the harmony with which it ety
is adjusted.
sympathies of society usually provide for, it noon until otherwise ordered.
if such there are, who act on rules opposed adopted its measures, cannot be too fully ac
As to discipline, although it is urged to be may be fe ared that the practice of easy, man
knowledged,
engaged
in
the
most
unreserved
1
to patriotic sentiments, Maine may defy com
too imperfect for any valuable effect. I have ageable compositions with creditors may be
THURSDAY,. JAN. 8.
petition, because' she has superior ’means, manner in support of the establishment of <only to assent my conviction that with the indulged, to a degree to impair the character
1
On motion of Mr. Dane,
She has. at least, Strong encouragement to our North Eastern boundary. There is rea- exception
of scientific objects, it is sufficient of our State.. It is especially to be so appre*
son
to
believe
that
the
expression
of
its
sen;
Oidered, That the Secretary be authoriz
engage in a friendly rivalship fold has only
ly good.
hended when we reflect that the wary and
■to appeal to her resources, her enterprise, timents was so salutary as to have attracted
As to commissions they ought to be consid prudent do not usually belong to the losing ed to contract with his assistant for the com
th?
attention
of
the
nation
and
to
have
com(
pensation
he shall receive for his services,
her economy, and her industvv, whenever
ered as the hallowed muniments of an hon party, but that the benevolent and confiding.,
she will test oh those supports. ' IpKas been manded its approbation of the exertions (est and popular credit, vrlast.to future times, good and generous are common’y there en nor exceeding ^2 per day.
The Senate, on motion of Mr. Cushman
stated in several public and some official hitherto made and which are pledged for :as should be such elections, as have placed gaged and there devoted. If you can present
communications that the tariff ought' to be preventing any usurpations. In addition to ,us here, being the testimony of our enuntrv- the long distress and dreadful sacrifice of. proceeded to ballot for Chaplain. The
resisted, as unconstitutionaL With» great this, the President has yielded every possible •men that they deem us worthy tobe employ families who fall a prey to the adventurous whole number oi votes were -16—Necessary
'
, .
respect it js ’suggested that the argument, support. . A garrison has been established on ed
and the rash, if you can save the kind, the to a choice 9.
Agent from himfoïfgfoTrrsélres
Rev. Jchabod JTichols had 9, and was de
pressed as it has been to -dangerous conse
These propositions would appear to be unsuspecting and the ignorant from the cun
■
quences^ ought to be more carefully used. has been appointed on purposes in which his offered
in supererogation, if they had not ning, the dishonest, or the careless, surely clared elected. '
Messrs. Cushman, Emerson, and Page
When dibuoion is threatened on this account diligence and ability have been calculated to reference to an object or rather to an opinion you will be disposed to do it. In that view
it seems requisite "to declare the convictrpn- be exceedingly valuable, a military road has wh’ch, if vou shall not approve itjybuwill and none other is the present doctrine -and were appointed a committee, with such as
been
provided
for,
and
the.
case
of
our
fellow
]
that the tariff is a discretionary measure to
not, it is hoped, Censure the submission of it practice as to assignments to creditors, sub the Hourc may join to waft on the Hon. Ebe corrécteà on policy and not on constitu citizen. Baker, has been assumed under.the 1to vour better judgment ; especially as tifo mitted to your correction as being sffb'stan- noch Lincoln and inform him of his election
parental
care
of
the
United
States.
To
that
(
tion ality,
object
is fo prevent the trouble and expense tially what is called an insolvent law, which by the people, Governor of the State of
The southern disunionists rely on the mo individual, there is due in policy and justice, <of Counts Martial, now considerably burden might be improved, or abolished with ad Maine, tor the cun ent political year. The
House concurred, and Messrs. Holmes of A.
tive of a vote in their constitutional argu an indemnity for the violence which at one <some to the State.
vantage.
ment, ami talk of resisting the tariff what f me seemed to have required that the gaol
The private as you know is compelled to
In connexion with this is the latter sub Adams of R, Rugrfos pf T., Fisk of F., and
]
was designed by it. It vvpnldbe more- near of Fredericton'shoo’d have been opened by his
post and amenable not ordy on the prin ject. our penal code, and all that relates to Stevens of B. were joined.
<
ly rational for the violent men who thus op coercion. .A5 affairs no w are, it rests on the ciple,
as valuable ahd dear to him as to his the penitential establishment at Thomaston.
<
? it to regard its action, than the motives magnanimity of Congress, not to allow him : commander,
of honor, but his interest is also I have feared that the executive department
,
to v iffch it owes its parentage. That á Con- to suffer under the x ery mistaken application pledged
in his liabilities to fines and cfosts, to may be considered as not having done . HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES..
1
grei isional measure, being adopted under of foreign power, or on you to provide for loss
of tihfo, expenses and inconveniences. enough under the special authority with
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 7, 1829,
<
the combined
constitutional authorities, him or to permit, the last and most excep- Such
is a very imperfect view of the condi which it has heed investe<l. The facts how
tionable
resort,
that
a
man
who
has
been
op,
At 10 o’clock A. M. the Representatives
shoi lid be submitted to ; is believed to be
tion
of
the
private,
as
to
the
officer
let
me
ever
will
be
fully
exhibited
and
it
is
now
only safe doctrine ; yet in a case of mere pressed underthe injustice of a neighboring Lfreelv present the contrast. W’e have bor committed to your wisdom to regulate the elect, met in their chamber and were called
1 and Senatorial , action, there government shall Suffer :n the common cause. rowed from the regular army where r ffirers future proceedings, as well as to determine to order py Air. Alden, of Brunswick, and
It is also to be stated that the advances of ,serve under pay and under much of depen
might be object
j
’ is to a decision, as there are
ion:
on the past. It is believed that your atten Mr. Adams,'Portland, was appointed
in the case <of" the expense of our Northeast - money authorized by your immediate prede- ,dence in character and interest on their fi tion to the subject is required by the facts, Chairman, whereupon it was ordered that
cessons for the use of Baker have been return- (delity, the idea, that cashiering must be eeon Boundary.
It at least to be the
_ Z
ems
the developement of which may probably be Messrs. Evans of Gardiner, Ruggles of
correct .idea that a tai iff, although constitu ed by a payment, from the natfopal treasury ,qually formidable with us, and that pride of most advantageously dispensed with on this 1 homaston, Mowry of Lubec, Lord of Kentional; yet being partial, if not for national without objection, and with the cheerful ac- ,character is a sufficient security agc/mst an occasion. The documents which have been nebunk-port, and Jewett of Bowdoinham, be
a committee to receive the credentials of the
revenue, as if for iron in one^lace and hemp quiescence in the request made, more valua- ,exposure to so unfortunate a result. Believ obtained will be left on the table.
•
members present and examine the same and
in another, upon an interested compromise ble in the Roman virtue displayed by the ing
this impression to be wrong, while I am
There
are
several
other
subjects,
requiring
between those who can turn the scale of par adoption of a cmnmon ow of the causé of a bound to arknowh'dge the grervt worth of in some mode executive explanations, be ascertain if a constitutional quorum be pres
humble
citizen
than
by
any
other
conse

ty power is not suitable to tlie original intent
our corps of officers, it appears a necessarv cause they have been submitted to executive ent i he conittiluce reported that a quorum ;
or present object of government.. As to our quence.
result of the comparison to propose for vour 'direction, such, for example as the New- was present.
The
decision
as
to
the
dispute
of
our
Messrs. Fillebrown of Winthrop, Mitchmanufactures in single families, there can bè
consideration the providing'for them a simi Hampshire boundary, and the public buil
no doubt of their superlative utility and oi North-Eastern Boundary, is referred to the lar liability to that of soldiers. As far as re dings, but as there áre documents in all ml of North-Yarmouth, Cummings of Paris
the propriety of everv practicable induce King of the Netherlands, and while 1 sub lates to tn ose fomcers who receive acompcn these cases it is presumed that the submis Powers of banford, and Little of Castine"
ment to their Encouragement m every family mit that no reference in such a case was sation for sei;vice, it would not seem to be a sion of those, by leaving them, in your pos were appointed a committee to wait on thé
of the country according to its taste for the jj warrantable, yet there seems to be no objec- violent, innry, ation to tgke the course propos session, may be as agreeable and, useful as Governor and inform him that a quorum of
l tion to the personage selected—for how can ed.
the House were present and ready to be
useful or the ornamental.
1 his reservation has however been
ap kept constantly in view that the power to any* other mode of communication. It should qualified, the committee reported that the
Among the political provisions for preserv the subject of impartial history, and not aphowever fie mentioned that the peculiar ad
parently
dependent
on
any
advantage
from
Governor would attend at eleven o’clock.
ing the beajth of our community is that of
na-1 no e and impose cost should be discretionary vantages of the place for our public buildings, At 11 o clock the Governor came in and ad
senatorial representation» By Senators in either party being an umpire between narak the commencement of such a system with are enhanced by the discovery of a granite
tiens,
act
but
as
the
magnanimous
dispenser
!
[khe Court, and as one citizen, I would cheer quarry on the site selected. ’ Yet you wdl ministered the requisite oaths, when the two
Congress we represent our aggregate and
consolidated population and its common and of justice, who has the power to achieve the f. fully consent if the public shall unjustly pros perceive that the appropriating of land made branches separateil and Messrs. Boutelle of’
most
glorious
victory
by
the
suppression
o£
combined wants and demands. It is as you
ecute a defendant, that he shall have the by the last legislature has fallen short of the Waterydle, Coburn of Bloomfield, Hodgman
know, tfie Senatorial representative who is to the most extreme error? How can he act same right as exists between indiv ¡duals, the object intended, although the final expense of \\ ai ren, Kent of Bangor, and Jewett of S
appear for us all against the in vasion of the but in the fearlessness of hjs integrity, the fight of indemnity.
of a simple, solid, and convenient structure Berwick, were appointed a committee to re
sovereignty which belongs to our republic incorruptibility of his virtue, the discrimin
The
different
opinions
as
to
this
valuable
will he much diminished by the discovery ceive, sort and count the votes for a Clerk
i he committee reported that the whole
and who is most especially required to resist ation of his judgment and for the honor of institution have seemed to challenge the ex named.
iffimber -of votes was 142 and that James L.
the constriction which might commence or his throne ? By his character he must be hibition of those of the officer honored by a
Allow
me
to
sulyoin
as
a
general
observa

136 and was elected.
the violence which might accomplish the judged more favorably than to anticipate- joint official association with the soldiers and tion that no one can be more fully conscious C
Messrs. Smith, of Nobleborough, Bourne
legislators of the State ; but there is another than myself, that we are acting in behalf of q
overthrow of principles on which our vye-lfarc
It
would
seem
to
be
improper
with
refer

may .depend.
object of no inferior consequence now to be State eminently requiring the aid of vigilance, of Kennebunk, Shaw, of Wiscasset. Seldon"
The recent election of a successor to the ence to the sentiments here entertained to noticed from views in some respects quite piudence, public spirit, intelligence, and an of Norridgewock, and Folsom, of Eastport
omit
any
opportunity
of
repeating
the
views
different, it is, alter offering my congratu impartial integrity in the administration of weie appointed a committee to receive, sort
incumbent in the presidential chair, the elec
tion of one who is to command our army most solemnly believed to be correct as to lations on the success of the measures requ'- its government. He who will justly antici anu count the votes for a Speaker,who re
the
Massachusetts
Claims,
that
is
to
say
the
and navy, direct our négociations with ail
ed to promote education, especially in our pate the vast production of good or evil in ported tnat the whole number ofvotes
the countries with whom we make treaties, claim for an allowance of the services of our 1 primary schools, that of a procedure by the such a soil will be careful as'to what he shall MaS
144militia during the late war. No one wil’1 Gardiner Lyceum, calculated with sufficient
73
embfüCTñft \ùê KnTiiztu world, find who dis- deny that the soldiers who came, for instance,
plant. And although the entrenchments we Necessary to a choice
GEORGE
EVANS,
Esq.
had
97
peWs the dangerous power that office seek from the truly republican district of Oxford,' encouragement, to produce most valuable have formed and the men who guard them
44
ers are. corrupted with, calls on me to notice for the defence'of Portland, either advanced consequences.—-That Seminary of preparato ¡nay be destroyed, it is a consolation to be John Ruggles, Esq.
'
3
with a serious interest the vacancy which to their posts or acted on any motive but ry instruction in the árts, and particularly in lieve that such an effect cannot soon or easily Scattering
Whereupon GEORGE EVANS, Esq. of
has occurred and that which will scon occur that of the most disinterested patriotism. agriculture, has commenced, as I have inci- be produced, and not.until the beauty and the
dently learned, a system of promoting by
of agriculture and the arts enjoyed Gardiner was declared to be elected Speaki/ the places you are entitled to fill in the
undoubtedly marched to the seaboard premium's the production of particular arti- benefit equal
right, shall have distriiiuted
Senate of the United States, It has been ur They
only to resist the invasion oi a common ene cles of the soil. For various reasons, no under
[Mr. Evans’ address to the House on
much of happiness.
ged that to fill the existing vacancy guber my.
taknlg the Chair, we have not time to insert
mode of public assistance, so well deserves
natorial authority should have been applied ;
ENOCH LINCOLN.
It is- equally evident from arithmetiqal public patronage;. 1 he article, to which, as
to-day.]
but it was thought to be respectful to the calculation that if they have been paid from
Council Chamber, Jan. 8, 1829.
Ordered, That the Clerk be authorised to
people, not violating any obligation, and cal the treasury of Massachusetts, they have in essential to commercial and other interests,
culated to be most useful not to anticipate fact been paid in the . unequal proportion of that estimable:-seminary has'directed its at
appoint an assistant, and Franklin Yeàton
MAINE LEGISLATURE
was appointed accordingly.
your decision, but to leave the subject with that treasury to the common treasury of the tention, is the article of Hemp, to which flax
An order came from the Senate for con
out any embarrassment, such as might per whole country. That their patriotism should ought to be qtlded. These would from suc
IN SENATE.
currence appointing Messrs. Holbrook, Page
haps have been created. As however there be taxed for mere official defaults would be cess in cultivating and manufacturing them
and Kingsbury, to examine and report do
are many subjects under the investigation of so discouraging as to similar exertions that cause a revolution by which New-England
WEDNESDAY,. JANUARY 7, 1829.
tne return of votes for Governor, the Housethe Senate in the decision of which the par it would be at Least impolitic. Indeed it we would be independent of the world, and
therefore
never
fretful
and
jealous,
as
being
ticipation of our representatives ought to be do not admit the doctrine most unfortunately
At 10 o’clock A. M. the members elect
Qnd------ --- ----------Bouielle, of W<Smitii
united
with
it.
Above
all,
she
might
safely
■
’
“
........................
?!
B. Lord of K. al)d XPerkins
of
admitted and wolrld undoubtedly be benefi urged by Gov. Strong it cannot be denied
met in the Senate Cbamber and were called H N. sevens of.
; , —
titLiUS or
ebron were joined.
cial. I from this moinent renounce a painful that the militia whenever, Ina war, they say to our brethren of the south “ ¡‘. you shall to order by Mr. Ctishman. .
Adjourned to 3 o’clock Afternoon.
responsibility and anxious concern by a ref shall act against the national enemy, ha\ e a choose non-intercourse as to our manufac , A message was then sent to the Gov. and
On motion of Mr. Holmes,
erence to the patriotism and the wisdom you just claim on the nation for rendering it pro tures, we will hold ourselves at liberty to Council informing them ,-t^a.t a quorum of
Ordered, that the Governor be requested
will apply to the case. It is now yours en tection, the protection of a part being that leave your cotton on your wharves,” 'and the members were present dnd ready to be
perhaps it might be well to add “ your sugar.” qualified, to which the Lfov. replied he to lay oeiore the Blouse the Register in which
tirely.
of the whole. Why this claim is so much
As such remarks are usually deemed per neglected I, know not, but that it should be Let us be friends, but wd will not allow to ywuld meet them in the Representatives’ are recorded the resolutions and advice of
the Council agreeably to the 3d section of
tinent to the occasion, allow me to say with- urged if the view presented is correct, is your impatient' ardor of temperament anv Chamber at 11 o’clock for that purpose.
changes of severing the Union. We wifi
A message was received from the House the 2d part of the 5th article of the Consti
out-undertakin^ to exhibit minutely the as submitted to your wisdom.
pect of our national affairs, that it is such as
The subject of the militia although a trite command such means that you sh.all not pre by Mr. Holmes informing that a quorum of tution and that the Clerk communicate the
to warrant any man in being proud that he is periodical and popular theme is noticed only sume to hope any thing as to impairing the that branch were present and could accom request to the Governor.
Ordered, Fhat the time of meetingbeat
a citizen of these United States. A more rap because it desci ves the attention it receives-. constitution oar fathers-bequeathed from the modate the members with seats in their
9 o clock in the forenoon and i past 2 o’clock
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97 I hich were put in type for this day’s pa- chiefly on the ground that it would be an in Stevenson, of Biddeford, for do. in 10.
D
ay
has
to
redeem
the
farm
on
which
he
now
44 for to make room for the proceedings of fringement of the Convention between this
At Rio Janeiro, 23d Nov. ship New-Or lrves,situated in Waterborough,&is bounded
?Ril«tly ianC Grea? Britain entered Into in leans, Cole, of Saco, for New-York, unc.
LIST OF EETTERS,
on and of Adnel Hamilton, Humphrey Clark
5E EVANS, Esq. of (re Legislature.
1818, and renewed m 1828. Mr. Richardson,
No American vessels at Jeremie, 14th ult.' and
others, and contains about forty-four Remaining in the Post Office at Kennebunkto be elected Speaka member of the C ommittee which reported
acres, more or less, and is one half of the Lot
SPOKEN.
Port; Me. Dec. 3\st, 1829.
the lull advocated its passage, and went into ’
P OR TUG AL.
^6th ult. off Cape Romhin, Columbia, from winch he the said Israel Day and Theodore
•ss to the House on
detai.s to show the validitv of our title to the
A. B. C. D.
Day
purchased
of
Andrew
Roberts
by
deed
Saco,
for
Wilmington.
LISBON,
OCT.
18,
ave not time to insert
i erritory about .the mbuth of the Oregon
OHN ANDREWS—Samuel Buzzell,
((Private Correspondence.) All the official and to disprove the statements in relation to
The brig Huron, of this port, was passed 6 which deed is recorded on the 214th page of
Forrest Burnham—Charles Couillard,
he 116th book of York County Records
‘ arsons connected with the former Spanish
lerk be authorised to embassy have just ostensibly resumed the its steri.ity. He was succeedeTl by Mr miles below Port Jackson, 7th ult
Miss Mary Crediford—Daniel Day, William
baid farm is subject to a mortgage deed for
Drayton,
who
objected
to
the
B
11
in
its
pres

nd Franklin Yeaton percise of'their functions, and continue reg
about two hundred and sixty dollars Con Dearing, Thomas Dorman, Mrs'. Caroline
ent shape, and suggested that a discretion
giyditions made known at the time and nlace of Davis.
aarly to receive their pay. Count Casa Flo should be vested in the President, to take
«ale
JESSE GILMAN, Deh. Sheriff 1
the Senate for con- as,
.
E. F. G. H.
ss, son of thelate Ambassador, now holds the adequate measures for the protection of such
Alfred, Dec,29 1828.
1
:ssrs. Holbrook, Page QOOtQ
4-‘. „
Eliakim Edmonds, Miss Lucy M. Eatonaace z\4of £v»c4
first Qiiovnf-nptr
Secretary tnthrt
to the TLegation.
cuizens
as
may
migrate
to
this
lVrr
:
torv
imine and report on
Ezra Fairfield, Stephen Fletcher—Joseph
We are assured that the Government cf
Governor, the House- ue Usurper has just learned that the Empe- -VIr; strong then obtained the floor," but
■JOSKrsi®. WOBY,
Gillpatrick, Mrs. Lydia Grant—Josiah
BoutcHe, of W< Smith nr Don Pedro has appointed a Regency vie.dec. to Mr. Polk, who suggested that the
Hutchins, Mr. ------ Hill, Timothy Ham,
OFFERS FOR SALE A FEW
1 of K. ajjd Perkins of nmposed of seven members, and which will Comrnqtee should rise, and be discharged
Remaining in the Post Office at Berwick Amos Hutchins, Mrs. Sarah Huff, Mrs.-____
iroTD the further consideration of the subject,
Hellard,
Miss Sarah Hanscam.
Me. Dec. 31, 1829.
j charged with supporting the rights of am. that the bill should be recommitted with Bbls. Howard Street
c Afternoon,
s s daughter as Queen of Portugal until she k jbt’oCtl0n J he cammtttee on motiom of warranted of first quality. Likewise, a quan
J. K. L. M.
A. B. C.
hmes,
f tcoffies of age.
ENJAMIN AUSTIN, Benjamin Ab ! James Jacobs, William Jackson—Miss Ab
of
at a small advance from cost,
vernor be requested UiDon Miguel having learned that M. Xi- ! Ai5‘- ^^’png, then rose and reported progress. tity
Jan. 9, 1829.
bot, Louisa Adams, Andrew Austin — igail Kimball—William Lord—Jacob Mer
1 »ik then moved that the Committee
the Register in which
[denez,
rill, Mrs. Lucy Murphy.
Mary E. Buffum Wentworth Butler, EbenI . jt,Bishop
« of „Montevideo,
---- „ ’ ’ who
....... accom- I -r.„°n Liic hlaie
*tate o:
°f the Union be
utions and advice of nnied
czer Bursiel, William Brownielie,—Gevthe young Queen to Europe, was pro- I discharged from the further’ cOfsi
O. P R. S.
consideration
of
to tlye 3d section of [ceding to Rome, to procure from thp Sove- the bill, that it be referred to
th
; sham Clements, William Cromwell, Joseph
Joshua Perkins, Daniel Patten—Samuel
article of the Consti- I ign Pontiff, in the name of Don Pedro, the the Territories, (the Comm^teeie, Com. on
Cooper, 1 homas Chadwic.
1
Smith, Samuel Smith 2d, Charles Smith,
;rk communicate the
¡'(nulling of the affiance of his daughter Don- ported the bill having cea7d !(7eXJ'VSQChw|'th
HE annual meeting of the members of.
D. E. F. G.
I imothy Smith, Andrew Stover, Jonathan
. . Maria de Gloria v ith Don Miguel, has had instructions to amend it, by introducing a
F,i
ei
;
e,i
;'
,a
?
1
r
W
’
Aai
;
on
Downs,-Rosilla
i
Kenqebunk Engine Company,
Stone, or G. H. Hussey, Miss Mary Smith.
me of meeting be at
( course to the cabinet of n<c.unu,u;<iiuy
Madrid, that by the
clause cxtencimv
ex^nfiing the jurisdiction
of die No. 1 will be holden at Towle’s Hotel on l 1 lost, John Prost, iMoses Foye—Francis
me Dianne
inrisdictio
.
T. U. V. W.
1 and 4 past 2 o’clock
titervention of M. Labrador, the minister of I Courts of Michigan to thp 'Tpr.-i
i uesday evening next, (Jan. 13,) for choice Goodwin, Kufus G. Gould, John Gould
Daniel Tripp, John Tarbox, Benja. Tar
er wise ordered,
Hain at the court of Rome, he might make I aobm
1- accthc.
J - ^
1"a^partymf oi Officers, ike.
”i?:0’?I ins A? sendi
v H. I. J. K. L.
box, George Towns—James Waterhouse.
mittee be appointed
ee greatest efforts to prevent M. Ximenez [exph-ration, to survey
A punctual attendance is requested.
Stephen Hubbard, Andrew Horn, Andrew
J. D. DOWNING, P. M.
rdained Ministers of iMp succeeding in his mission. The Spanish i the condition and ■-V and make report of
Per Order,
---------.
character
of
the
country,
A. Hussey, Cyrus Hall, William Harvey
em to perform tho libinet has just intimated to Don Miguel that before any question was taken on this mo
EDVV. GREENOUGH, Clerk firo tern.
2 House according to
a
Knocks--Humphrey
dders had been despatched to the Chevalier tion, the House adjourned.
Jan. 9, 1829.
Mary Lord, Abigail iLambart.
litical year.
ihbrador on that subject. It appears that
Members of the Kennebunk Fire
M. N. O. P
ee intention of the Usurper is to gain time,
i Society arc hereby notified that their
Richard Milieu Abigail Mason, Joseph
lit is said that Don Pedro has announced by
IIURSDAY, JAN. 8.
Pennsylvania. A resolution is before
York County Bible Society,
c circular, addressed, to all ministers and Mei>uegislatu,re Gf this State; Polishing TriE semi-annual Meeting of the Trus- Mayah—Albra Nason, Frosella Nute-— annual Meeting will be holden at Towle’s
ed from the Senate,
aarges d’affaires at foreign courts, the mis Military Parades-having a Military Capita
■hec1i?°1A ’osePh Osborn- Hotel on luesday the 27th inst. at 6 o’clock,
at 11 o’clock for the
tees or said Society will be held at the
P. M.—A fiuhctual attendance at the above
they in the Senate of inn with which lie has charged Bishop Xi- tion 1 ax of $1—providing for the education house of Ether Shepley, Esq. in Sabh W I ai ks g< Harris, Sally Prirae.
mentioned hour is requested.
i nez; adding,. that he formally opposed of officers—giving encouragement to volun- »tw> o^ck AcM.st day ol J“:u:iry i“«ai,t;
Q R. S. T. U.
?ck County and one
JOHN LILLIE, Secretary.
imself to the marriage in question.
A. Schwerzig, Ichabod Stacy, Peter Sta
and aPP’’o]H iating $50,000 . frain the
In the former, An
January 3, 1S29.
Military I ax, to defray expenses.
ples, James Steward, Charles T. Savage Ayth Shaw were the
By order of the President,
lonzo Stevens, Absalom Stackpole—M<oses
s, and in WashingJOHN FROS T, Record’g Sec’y.
IJVewsfrom Rio Janeiro.—Letters receivIwombly, Ephraim Tibbets, Marv Amt
The Worcester Spy remarks, that during
l and Jb/ni Balkam [t by our correspondents at New-Yor’/from
Kennebunk, January 9r1829.
l ay for.
J
die
whole
month
of
December
last
there
has
¡o Janeiro as late as Nov. 21, by the Sarah,
Unitarian Advocate. for January.
not oueu a single day, in which the sun bas
NTIQN.
V.
W.
X.
Y.
Z.
ppt.
Ashford,
state
that
the
order
for
equal

A good assortment of Justice Hannah Witham, Josiah Watson. 3
■Fixerai Preacher, for December.
uted to receive, soil
ing the duties on Foreign imports, went net at some time, shone clear and unclouded :
NanChristian Examiner, for July and Auand generally through the whole day.
cy E. Wentworth.
Blanks for Sale at tftis Office
gust’~a^ ready for Subscribers, at
M. HUBBARD, P. M.
JAMES K. REMICH’S Bookstore.

afld count the votes for Senator to^unpfo theHanrndr County»
rrv.i.vf-vr who reported
!' vacancy in Hancock
1 that the whole number of votes was
161
Necessary to a choice
gi
Andrew Witham had
jyg
Joseph Shaw
oj
Mr. Witham was declared to be elected
j The whole number of votes for Senator to
.> ml the vacancy in Avashmgton County
’ wa4
162 y
i
Necessary to a choice
go
Obediah Hill had
11«
John Balkam
I
|
Mr. Hill was declared chosen.
'
The two branches separated.
The report of the joint committee appoint
ed to examine the returns of votes for Gov
ernor, reported that the whole number of
i votes legally returned was.28’^109 and that
LIMIOLM had 25,745 votes and
•IJWOCH
KHOCH LIA'VOLJr
that he is duly elected Governor—The re
port was accepted in both branches.
The two branches having met in convention
the Governor came in, and the oaths of office
¡were administered by the President of the
■Senate. After which he delivered his
9 Speech.
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WHS ATOM’S

To Ate Honourable Justices of the Court cy
Common -Pleas, begun and holden at York,
pUBL
Î-HE WaSAïïï.
’ for and within the county of York, on
JAMES 1
the last Tuesday of May, A. D. 1828.
OUMBLY SHEW,
MM
The subscribers, Oliver Marrs, of
37 1-2
South Berwick, in said county, yeoman, Wil
liam Mari'S, of the same South-Berwick, yeo
HEATON’S noted ITCH OINT
man, and Lydia Marrs his wife, John HMENT, which has stood the test
Stiles, of Somersworth, in the county of Straf- ,
against all other ointment, the price of
ford, and State of New-Hampshire,‘yeoman, which has been reduced from 50 to 37 j
and Sarah Stiles his wife, and Elizabeth Hun- cents.
(
tress, of South-Berwick aforesaid, single wo
■> monte
...ALSO...
man, that they are interested as tenants in
Dr.
Davenport's
Billions
Pills,
common
of
and
in
the
several
tracts
or
pieces
THE
of real estate which are hereinafter deScnb‘ For the.time these Pills have been offered I ”"ciin Cons1
CARRIER’S REFLECTIONS
ed with Elisha Huntress of said South-Ber- .to the public, the sale of them has exceeded
wick yeoman, and other persons to your pe- ,the most sanguine expectations of the pro.
<m THE FAST TOAIl.
titioners unknown ; that their several parts prietor, which may be fairly considered an
or proportions are as follows, viz : the said acknowledgement
.
AS on our coast, where ocean’s thunders
of their many virtues.
Oliver Marrs, one sixth part, the said Wil
roar,
.
They are very justly esteemed for their
liam Marrs, and Lydia Marrs in the right of ]mild and safe operation as a cathart:c in all
Waves tower on waves, then rush towards
said Lydia, of one sixth part; the said John cases
(
the shore,
where one is necessary—They arc a
H Stiles and Sarah Stiles, in the right of said safe,
.
So time rolls on, with unremitting force,
nU 2 a biliös
and sovereign remedy in all billions fe- i
Just leaving marks to show its onward course.
Sarah, of one sixth part, and the said Ebza- Vers,
,
H, Sooner to
pains in the head, stomach 8c bowels,
Now while remembrance paints the year
beth Huntress of one sixtn ^part; which said indigestion,
loss of appetite, dizziness, worm? !
Tiie
subjoin
-d
several tracts or pieces of real estate are and
.
that’s past
.
billiouscholic-—they are likewise an
!
? ! been advantai
With charms and beauties, both too bright
known and described as follows, viz.: a tract (tidote against infectious diseases,, removing
of land situate in said South-Berwick, and ,obstructions of every kind by dissolving and
to last ;
Let us recall, with her all pleasing pow r
bounded by York line, and by lands former- discharging the morbid matter, helping di-» ;
Its varied scenes, to cheer the present hour.
The above articles will be sold cheap for ly belonging to Jona. C. Chadbourn, lands of gestion, restoring a lost appetite—a slu e re*Timbugtoo.—Af. Caille, the French Cash or approved endorsed Notes.
the late Gilbert Warren-, ami other lands, lief for costive habits. They are so accom
First, then, our wa/iow, asks a passing traveller, who announces himself as returned
For further particulars apply to
containing thirteen acres more or less, and is modated to all seasons and hours, that they
from
Timbuctoo,
sent
to
the
Geographical
glance,
OLIVER WALKER.
the same land which Amos W. Goodwin maybe taken in summer or winter, ^tanv
W
Society of Paris, on the 10th October, a brief
Whose glory still continues to advance
Kenncbunk-port, Dec. 26, 1828. ________ conveyed to the late George Huntress de time
of the day, without regard to diet di'
With rapid strides, to show the eastern account of his route.—He says—
ceased, by deed, dated Sept. 6th, 1794 ; also hindrance
of business. Their operation is so '
world
“ In 1826, being at Senegal, 1 resolved to
one other tract or parcel of land situate genth? and effectual, that by experience they
That wheresoe’er proud freedom’s flag s un explore Central Africa, and visit the cities of
in said South -Berwick containing seven arc found to excel any other physic hereto
furled,
Jenne and 'Timbuctoo, so as to be beforehand <WAN'rEP immediately a quantity of acres more or less, and bounded as follows,
w its being so
fore offered to the public.
’S-t cannot somrii
Unshackled minds, and noble hearts com-i; with the British. On the. 19th of April, f WOOD in pay ment for Papers—also,
viz.: beginning at a large rock set in the
The
genuine
are
covered
with
a
check
Getobe seen else
bine
! 1827. I left Cacandy upon the Rio-Nugnez ; Corn, Wheat, Rye, Barley, Oats, Butter, ground, thence running south 69 west, thir
plate, with the design 6f the Good Samari- j
To make their country with new graces ;; I joined a caravan of Mandingo traders going &c. 8cc. 8tc.
i'husthe power
,
ty nine rods, by lands formerly belonging to tan, and the agents name thereon.
shine.
'
' oh the Niger. I adopted the Arabian cosWe would observe that the above named Hon Benja. Chadbourn, to a stake, thence
ces against the la
—ALSO—
From our cold clime, where winter holds his i tume and the religion of the country. 1 articles will be received in payment tor pa north 5° east, 55 rods to a stake, thence
sway,
;
•! passed without difficulty the high mountains per debts during the present Winter,after south, 72° east to an oak stump stand
Jake ml« con«'
Wheaton's Jaundice Bitters,
Where threat’ning storms deform the face ot of Seuegambia and Fonta-Dhralon, the which we shall consider ourselves under no ing in the fence, thence to the beginning, by
37
1-2
country of Kankau, of Wasoulo, &c. I aili obligation to take any thing but Cash.
day,
other lands formerly belonging to Gborge
To southerp shores, where constant summer ved a-t Zzwe, a village inhabited by Mahom
We tender to such of our patrons as have Huntress, deceased, and is the same lands
Davenport's Celebrated Eye Waler. 1
shines,
etan Mandinges, situated in the southern been punctual in their payments our sincere which Amos W. Goodwin conveyed to^said A fresh supply of the above is kept in Ken
And bounteous nature yields the ruddy part of Bambara, where 1 was detained five thanks, for through their prompt payments George Huntress by his deed, dated April
Salone.«ddc
by J. LILLIE—in Wells by N. Morwines ;
!
|L.inipost,andt
'months bv a severe illness.. On the 19-th we have been enabled thus far to continue 12th 1788 • Also, one other tract or lot nebunk
rill
—
in
Kaco,
by
E.
Goodale
abd
G.
Coe
—
in
A prosperous peace has blessed this happy ij January, 1828, 1 resumed my journey. I vis- our business.—But to those who are from of land situate in said South-Berwick, and
Dover
bv
Wheeler
8c
Tufts
—
by
the
Drug

land,
j
| ited the island and the city of/rnne, and em- three to nineteen years in arrears, we would
exports, etc.
And shed its influence with a bounteous hand..' barked upon the Niger in a vessel of about observe that justice to ourselves and our bounded as follows, viz. beginning at a rock at gists in Portland and Boston, and by some
as synonymous.-All, but our commerce feels its quickening • 50 tons destined for Timbuctoo, at which Creditors demands that we should resort to the north easterly corner of a lot of land for persons in the principal towns from Maine
merly owned bv Ezekiel Allen, and runs to Georgia.
wbere it is safo,
power,
!
place 1 arrived after a tedious navigation of such measuresae will w the most- expeditious
posts, or duties. 5s.
67° west, twelve rods, to a stone wall,
Oct. 1, 1825.
eowly.
O’er which, alas, the darkest prospects a month. 'The city is situated five miles to manner enable us to realize the benefit of south,
then running south easterly by lands' lately
duties arp synon
lower;—
,
the north of Kabra in a plain of moving sand, the balances due us.
belonging to James Hearl, fourteen rods to a
des. and the pre
For at the time when it with, splendor shone,_ where nothing grows but brittle twigs. 1
JAMES K. REMICH.
hub,
thence
north,
67°
east,
twelve
rods,
to
a
phrases, differing
Yielding the palm to Albion alone,
remained there about fourteen days, during
Dec.
27.
Dine
stump,
thence
northwesterly
toTlxe
be

(always to beexi
The monster Tariff reared his dreadful head, which time l studied the manners and cus
ginning, containing one acre ami fourteen
the context and ir
And o’er our ships, his galling fetters spread. toms of the inhabitants, and the commerce
rods be the same more or less, and’s tbe
f. fralcharactei ai
Bound by his chains, no more our vessels and resources of the country, and collected
or
Whitwell's
original
Opodeldoc
same land which Benjamin Chadbourn con
strnment in wluc
sweep
all the information that was witum my
veyed to George Huntress by his cieed dated FOR Bruises, Sprains, Rheumatism,
FOR SALE !
ascribed, sornetin
In noble grandeur o’er the swelling deep.
reach Afterwards I directed my steps ti
August 12th, 1807 ; and your petitioners de
Cramp, Numbness. Stiffness of the
caution; sotnetin
No more, as once, Columbia’s eagle soars,
the north in order to traverse the great des
to hold their several parts of said real Neck or Limbs, Chilblains, Chapped Hands,
O be sold at Public Vendue (by virtue sire
,
language, and s<
In kingly pride, to visit foreign shores.
ert, and arrived at El-Arawan. 1 his city is
in severalty. Wherefore tfiey pray Stings of Insects, Vegetable Poisons, or any
of a license from the Hon. William A. estate
,
tion of man hi ms
But soon we trust the curtain we may raise
situated six days journey to the J^Uh of
that ■ after due notice the same may be set off external injury. Recommended by one of
Hayes, Esquire, Judge of the Probate lor the
ject.it was quite
See commerce. ffsuri^h as is former days ;
Timbuctoo, and is the emporium of the salt
to
them
respectively
to
hold
m
severalty
as
the first Physicians in the United States,
the general pow
See our proud eagle leave his native plain,
which is transported to bansanding and County of York,) at the dwelling house of ,
whose certificate as well as those of numer
include a power t
And rise magestic o’er the boundless main.
Yamina. It is constructed on an arid and Sally Nowell in York, on Tuesday the 20th aforesaid. OLIVER MARRS,
ous
respectable
individuals,
accompany
each
to omit it in a cl
Thus shall the land of f reedom and repose, treeless soil. The burning wind of the east day of January next, at 10 o’clock A. M. so
WILLIAM MARRS,
bottle.
ral modes of rev
Friend to itself, ne’er fear from foreign foes; prevails there continually 1 continued my much of the real estate of Jdm^s L oWell late
LYDIA
MARRS,
CAUTION.
Though Europe’s monarchs join one common !-oute towards the north, and arrived at the of York, deceased, as will produce the sum of
stitution. In a f{
JOHN
H.
S
TILES,
It is greatly to be deplored,that as soon as
! jori cautela” occ
band
wells of 'Teligna, eight days journey from nineteen hundred and fifty dollars, for the
SARAH
STILES,
payment
of
the
debts
of
said
deceased
and
in

any important improvement or discovery is
To hurl proud freedom from her chosen land. Fa- A raw an.
pect.
.
,
,
t
ELIZABETH HUNTRESS,
made in Medicine, the community must be
Nor can it be
Thence I entered into the desert in the cidental charges. Said estate is s'tuated as
Ours/afe, too, now in majesty appears,
by
H
ayes and Cogswell.
follows,
namely
;
About
forty
acres
of
excel

cheated,
and
the
inventor,
in
a
degree,
de

! date trade does
direction of N. N.- W. The soil is entirely
their Attorneys.
And her full share of sacred honor bears ;
prived of his just reward, by a host of servile
from the distinct
composed of quick sand, and of locks of lent mowing, tillage and orchard land is situ
Where the tall forest yields at man’s com grev quartz, sprinkled with white After ate on “ Motint Hope” so called, in the town
imitators, (instigated by envy and self inter
troversy with G
of
Sanford,
in-said
County,
and
is
the
same
OF
MASliS.
est)
imposing
their
spurious
compounds
on
j
er to regulate tr:
mand,
. , , ,
two month’s travelling mid the most distres-,
And towns arise, as if by magick s hand.
'
land
which
was
formerly
owned
by
Col.
the
public,
as
a
substitute
for
the
genuine;
Y
ork
,
ss
.-~
At
the
Court
of
Common
Pleas
power to tax tl
sing privations in this hdrnble desert, I at
Though tyrant frost here holds his cold ca lenlth reached Tablet, whence I passed on John Nowell, late of York, deceased, and for
trade between d
begun and held at Alfred, tn and for the article, thereby tending to bring such im-|
reer,
county of York, on the third Tuesday oj prove.inents into disrepute, and even utter!
was confessedly
Fez Mequinez, Rabat and I angir, where many years improved by Col. Ebenezer
And reigns triumphant, over half the year, to
contempt. Such instances are so numerous
ted to lie, as far:
I was we! omed kindly by M. Delapor^e, NoWell and John Nowell.
October, A.
.
Yet, we prefer thee to more sunny skies,
The residue of said, estate is situate in
N the foregoing petition the Court order, ■ that it is judged by many that all deviations j ■ British Parliame
Where copious harvests of themselves arise. Vice Consul of France, who provided me said York and consists of valuable tillage,
that the petitioners give notice ot then- from the common course are unimportant’
the same time d
No noxious winds breathe here infectious With every thing that my situation required. mowing, orchard, pasture, woodland and
unless
followed by a train of imitators, conn-! i asserted to be i
said Petition bv causing the said Elisha Hun

Shortly after I embarked m a schooner in
breath,
salt
marsh,
all
of
the
first
quality,
and
consti

tress to be served with an attested copy there terfeitorS) 8c impostors. Therefore he sure!
Colonial Legish
Pouring around the frequent warts ot death ; which I have sailed to 'Toulon, where I am tutes a considerable portion ot that valuable of, and of this Order thereon, and by causing that you receive Whitwell’s Opodeldoc, of
now in a state of convalescence. _
only safe depos'n
No wasting plague, in giant fury stalks,
farm
formerly
owned
and
occupied
by
said
you
may
be
most
wretchedly
imposed
upon.
■
the same to be published in the Kennebunk
M Jamard’s letter also contains some ot
So difficult was i
With desolation in her lonely walks;
Col.
John
Nowell
;
together
with
about
20
Price
37|
Cents.
Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, three
the consequences of the voyage so happily
i the distinction ir
Here glorious liberty shall forever reign,
acres
of
upland
and
salt
Marsh,
situate
on
¿^VOLATILE
AROMATfC
SNUFF
weeks successively, the last publication, and
terminated by Mr. Caille He first followed
ent of revenue v
Never too feel the oppressor’s yoke again.
in the track of Capt. Campbell—then, he Harmon’s Island, so called, in York river, the service on said Elisha Huntress, to be —For many years celebrated in cases of ca
or disregarded ii
near
York
Harbor.
—
About
8
tonsof
salt
hay
tarrh,
head
ache,
dizziness,
dimness
of
eye
thirty
days
at
least
before
the
term
of
this
the high mountains of Fouta-Jalloo,
! ip the duty on sv
And next, our town comes in, and asks its crossed
(
is
annually
cut
on
said
Island
and
a
consider

sight,
drowsiness,
lowness
of
spirits,
hypoCourt
to
be
held
at
Alfred,
ip
and
for
said
into the Colonie;
• share,
i in the midst of which he followed the road able part of the upland is good for cultivation, county of York, on the second inesday of condria, nervous weakness, 8cc.—it is most
the attempt at a1
With claims imperious, which demand our by
, the south, discovered by Mr. Mulmn, and is an excellent privilege for any person
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